Tests and Performance-Based Design of Reinforced Concrete Frames Retrofitted with Robust Shape Memory Alloy Braces
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Abstract
Recent moderate and large earthquakes have caused significant structural and non-structural damage to buildings, particularly through the development of soft first stories in older concrete moment frame buildings. These structures have inadequate detailing to sustain the drift levels imposed by the ground motions, so techniques to retrofit them are urgently needed. This paper presents (a) the experimental results of a full-scale two-story two-bay reinforced concrete frame retrofitted with shape memory alloy (SMA) braces in the first story and (b) a proposed performance-based design procedure for new/existing buildings to utilize such braces. The SMA braces are used to help the structure recenter after the event and minimize residual drifts. For the experimental tests, a hydraulic linear shaker was installed on the frame roof of a full-scale building to subject the structure to a series of periodic and random oscillations. The response of individual plane frames with and without the braces was quantified, and the braces were then removed from the retrofitted frame and individually tested. The results obtained from the shaker tests indicated that the SMA braces effectively reduced the first story drifts. The SMA brace-to-beam/column connections in the reinforced concrete frame successfully transferred the brace axial forces to the reinforced concrete frame through the steel beam and column adapters and seismic anchors, without any visible damage to the steel and concrete elements. The individual brace tests showed that the SMA wires could sustain very large strain demands (up to 9%). The number of cycles significantly affected the behaviour of the SMA braces - the larger the number of cycles reached, the higher the recentering capacity but the lower the energy dissipation. Finally, a performance-based design procedure for structures with robust SMA braces is developed by considering variability in the hysteretic parameters of SMA.
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